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Arid landscapes, regeneration after fire and the resilience of 
Western Australia’s plant, bird and animal life have captivated Philippa Nikulinsky 
throughout her long artistic career. From her many journeys around Western 
Australia, she has produced, most notably, six books, twenty-two years of cover 
illustrations for landscope magazine and numerous successful ranges of 
dinnerware for Australian Fine China.  In 2016, Philippa  was made a Member 
of the Order of Australia (am) for her signi� cant service to the visual arts. Her 
2019 survey exhibition of � � y years work at the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, 
Nikulinsky Naturally, was accompanied by a popular monograph and coincides 
with the University of Western Australia’s recognition of Philippa’s outstanding 
achievements by conferring a degree of Doctor of Letters (honoris causa).
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INTRODUCTION

fire is not devastation. it is a new beginning.

Continuing my fascination with regeneration a� er bush� re, this book unfolds to 
take you on a walk through the Great Victoria Desert, before and a� er a � re. 

� e Great Victoria Desert is what I call red earth country. In mid 2017, my 
husband Alex and I drove out to see Queen Victoria Spring, about 200 kilometres 
east of Kalgoorlie, Western Australia. � e spring was dry, but in the surrounding 
area, the grass tree species Xanthorrhoea thorntonii was particularly picturesque. 

Where the � re hadn’t reached, the old leaves of Xanthorrhoea skirts draped down 
to the ground. Pairs of trees grew together with their skirts joined as if dancing — 
how many years had they lived intertwined in this pose?

Leaving the spring, we travelled through the ashes of the � re-ravaged dunes. 
� is scene was especially dramatic, where chunky black trunks were dotted 
as far as I could see, topped with bright green swaying arcs of new leaves. � eir 
tall � owering spikes stood like sentinels across the blackened desert landscape. 
Burnt eucalyptus branches twisted up and out, bending and falling to the sand. 
� e sunlight caught on the orange-red new growth shooting from underground 
stems. 

In the clearing of the land that comes in the a� ermath of the � re, each plant 
is given its moment in time, space and light to regrow. Even tiny plants, usually 
covered by spinifex in an almost impenetrable spiky barrier, begin to emerge from 
the sand. 

I needed a way to depict this landscape. Not just a single image, but as a story. Back 
in my studio, I painted on and on until the seven-metre roll of Japanese kozo paper 
ran out, to show an unfolding of time, with no beginning and no end.
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